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RECAP: Web Architecture
• Resources are
identified by URIs
• Resources have
different
representations in
different formats (e.g.
HTML, text, PDF)
• Resources can be
obtained by asking the
Internet for them
(using HTTP)
 Key components of the Web Architecture:
• Identification • Interaction

• Formats

Web Principles: Web of
Documents and Data

URIs identify any resource
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publications
Multimedia
Web data set (XHTML)
Databases
Scientific structures
Workflows
People

Web Principles
• All entities of interest, such as information
resources, real-world objects, and vocabulary
terms should be identified by URI references
• URI references should be dereferenceable,
meaning that an application can look up a URI
over the HTTP protocol and retrieve data about
the identified resource (a representation).
• Data should be provided using a standard
format (HTML, XML, RDF etc)
• Data should be interlinked with other data

5 Stars of Linked Data
★
★★

★★★

★★★★

★★★★★

On the web with an open licence
Machine-readable structured data
e.g. Excel instead of image scan of a table
Non-proprietary format
e.g. CSV instead of excel
Use URLs to identify entities
e.g. RDF
Link to other data to provide context

Openness Agendas
• Open Access to Research Outputs
– Supported Research Funders all over the world

• Open Research Data
– Demanded by UK government, private funders
& UK Research Councils

• Open Educational Resources
– From closed VLEs to sharing resources and MOOCs

• Open Government Data
– Supported by G8

Open Research Publications
Institutional repository for
the London School of
Economics
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/

One of 145 UK
Institutional Research
repositories

Open Educational
Resources
• JISC EdSpace
Project
• IEEE LOM
metadata
• Web 2,
informally
tagged
• Sufficient for
discoverability
and usefulness
JISC Jorum (full LOM) &
JorumOpen (lightweight OA approach, DSpace)

Open Scientific Data
A repository of chemical
data JISC EBank project
(2003)
Scientific, not bibliographic,
metadata.
Run by the UK
Crystallographic Service
and latterly an international
consortium.

Future Directions
sustainability
distrust
business interests
status quo

accountability & auditability
Pressures on
Open
Information
e.g. SCIENTIFIC
& SCHOLARLY
COMMS

technology innovation
data science
technology transfer
high moral ground

more web, increasing openness

• Open Access, Open Data, Open Educational Resources
– Web Technologies, Digital Economy

• vs the established economic model for ensuring
continuity of information production

– trading of privately held information through subscription
products such as journals or magazines

Climategate
• Climate
Research Unit
at UEA refused
to provide
research data
upon which its
publications
had been based

31 March
2010
Roger Harrabin
Environment analyst,
BBC News

G8 Open Data Charter (June 2013)
• The world is witnessing the growth of a global
movement facilitated by technology and social
media and fuelled by information – one that
contains enormous potential to create more
accountable, efficient, responsive, and effective
governments and businesses, and to spur
economic growth.
Open data sit at the heart of this global
movement.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-data-charter/g8-open-datacharter-and-technical-annex

• Same principles work
on the government
– Transparency
– Openness
– Innovation
– Enabling new value & new businesses

Diagram by Flickr user ‘justgrimes’ http://www.flickr.com/photos/notbrucelee/5241176871/

Open Government Data

data.gov.uk (8,300 data sets)
• x

Bespoke apps produced by independent developers for
government data

Shared ideas: Michael built a ‘planning proposals’ web app.
Some turned it into an RSS feed. Someone else turned that
into a Twitter feed. Someone else used scraperwiki…

Data.gov.uk - What’s Available
-Over 8,300 datasets now
-Frequent deposit activity of medium sized dataset deposits
-Signs of a healthy data catalogue

Data.gov.uk - Who’s Publishing It
- 406 departments supplying data
- These include national Government departments, local government, and local council

Data.gov.uk - Who’s Using It
- 197 Applications available on Data.gov.uk
- Ranging over multiple topics of interest
- Transparency Apps
- Transport Apps
- Public Health Apps

Institutional Open Data

Institutional Apps
Application created by 4
students using the
following datasets:
• Buildings and Places
• Catering
• Local Amenities
• Southampton busroutes
• Southampton Bus-stops
• Teaching Room
Features
• Ordnance Survey Data

.ac.uk
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Why Do It?
• Motivations
– Making useful services, easier

• Benefits
– Building location, entrances, bus timetables
• Mash up to find out quickest route between lectures
• First bus after end of lecture to favourite bar

– Menu availability
– Expensive equipment sharing

Evaluating Results
•

Impact

– Is the company actually having any impact with its use of open data? Is the impact likely to be
long term, sustainable and difficult to replace?
– How can this be assessed?
•
•
•

ROI is used by projects such as ODINE
SROI (social return on investment)
Most impact projects (eg the GovLab) focus on narrative reports.

•

Integrality

•

Innovation

– Is open data at the core of the product or service?
– Or is it a 'nice to have'?
– Level of integration into the company strategy and who is responsible
– On a number of dimensions - technological, social, financial.
– How is the open data used and how is this new or different?
– What kind of problem/customer need does this solve? If the problem is a more socially-based
one, how does open data make this more sustainable?
•

This is a challenging area as there is limited understanding of how innovation actually occurs through
open data activities, and in July 2016 NESTA published a report that stated there was surprisingly little
innovation taking place using open data in the UK (Rubenstein, Cowl and Cath 2016).

Example: London Data Strategy
•

The city data economy will be based on simplicity and alignment for data
stakeholders.

– The city data economy needs to be made less fragmented and complex for data creators
(London’s public services, utilities, private sector, citizens).
– This will be achieved through promoting technical advances in data sharing, harmonisation,
interoperability and open standards, as well as tackling head on issues on pressing policy
issues such as data privacy and security.

•

•
•

A clear ‘City Data Market’ sharing culture will be promoted within both the public
and private sector. This will transform current data management practices and
develop a philosophy that emphasises the exploitation of city data across the
whole range of city policy settings and activities.
Data infrastructure will be co-ordinated and joined-up to facilitate deep knowledge
discovery, and the creation of new valuable integrated services. The exploitation of
rich, interoperable and engaging cross-domain city data is key to this.
Non-technological elements and technical domains will have equal status. Business
models, value networks, feedback loops, a data marketplace, data toolsets, clear
licensing arrangements, and more efficient data governance, are all vital building
blocks of a functioning city data economy.
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/data-for-london-a-city-datastrategy/resource/e0f80405-09da-4aba-bfc7-56535b7e2982#

Example: Open Data Maturity Model
• Data management processes

– identifies the key business processes that underpin data
management and publication including quality control,
publication work flows, and adoption of technical
standards.

• Knowledge & skills

– highlights the steps required to create a culture of open
data within an organisation by identifying the knowledge
sharing, training and learning required to embed an
understanding of the benefits of open data.

• Customer support & engagement

– addresses the need for an organisation to engage with both
their data sources and their data reusers to provide
sufficient support and feedback to make open data
successful.

• Investment & financial performance

– covers the need for organisations to have insight into the
value of their datasets and the appropriate budgetary and
financial oversight required to support their publication. In
terms of data consumption, organisations will need to
understand the costs and value associated with their reuse
of third-party datasets.

• Strategic oversight

– highlights the need for an organisation to have a clear
strategy around data sharing and reuse, and an identi ed
leadership with responsibility and capacity to deliver that
strategy.

How Does Open Data Work?
• Make catalogue of all the things you know
• Give each thing a permanent web name (URL)
Publish information about that thing
★
on the Web with an open license (PDF)
★★
Use a machine readable format (XLS)
★★★
Use a standard data format (CSV)
★★★★ Use an web linked data format (RDF)
★★★★★ Link other data entities!

• See http://5stardata.info/

